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ROgER MaYER VOODOO-1  
gUITaR DISTORTION PEDaL
Hendrix’s tone wingman offers pedals for the masses, with voodoo to spare. 
By Peter Hodgson
Although not a reissue of any particular design, Roger Mayer’s Voodoo-1 has its origins in pedals the venerable British tone guru constructed for Jimi 
Hendrix in the ‘60s. Along with his legendary Univibe and Octavia effects, Mayer’s fuzz, overdrive and distortion pedals have helped shape the sound of 
rock at the feet of players like Jimmy Page, Jeff Beck, Stevie Ray Vaughan, Robin Trower, David Gilmour, Scott Henderson and Eric Clapton. Roger seems 
to design each of his gain-producing pedals with a particular purpose in mind, and the Voodoo-1’s raison d’etre is to interact with a guitar’s pickups, 
particularly in humbucker-loaded axes, to create a unique tone for that particular instrument, unlike some pedals which downplay the true character of 
the instrument in favour of the pedal’s own voice.

STEP 2: CHOP IT DOWN WITH THE EDgE OF YOUR HaND

STEP 1: STaND UP NEXT TO a MOUNTaIN

THE BOTTOM LINE

I tested the pedal with my trusty Ibanez Universe 7 string (always a great barometer of how a pedal or amp handles low end frequencies in addition 
to regular ones), and my Marshall DSL50 amp. For the clearest representation of the pedal’s natural tone, I first dialled in a clean setting with the 
EQ flat, and set all of the pedal’s controls to the middle position for a traditional fuzz effect. The sound was quite bright, with a crisp attack and 
strong sustain characteristics. The bridge humbucker and the middle single coil were especially fond of this setting, and I found that it cleaned up 
nicely when rolling the guitar’s volume control back. Increasing the drive control also boosted the harmonic overtones, adding more warmth and bite 
to the upper end of the spectrum and morphing the sound from vintage fuzz to modern distortion. Turning the fatness control all the way down while 
cranking the drive knob resulted in a tone similar to those voice-over-the-telephone effects beloved of modern pop production, and which can come 
in handy for little intro or pre-chorus riffs on guitar. Bringing the loudness control back up restored the fullness, not only in the bass frequencies but 
also in the midrange, and upped the ‘chunk’ factor considerably. 
I also tried the Voodoo-1 as a boost to push an already overdriven amp into meltdown by turning the drive all the way down and increasing the output 
control. While many players favour completely transparent clean boosts to do this, there’s a whole world of great tone to be found by using a pedal which 
can add its stamp to the sound, and in the case of the Voodoo-1, the fatness control provides additional midrange tailoring which allowed me to 
sculpt a solo tone which was similar to the straight rhythm sound, but with additional gain and guts. This was even more 
effective when I dialled in a slightly driven tone instead of a full-on overdriven one, then used the 
pedal for a singing but still smooth and clear voicing, David Gilmour-style. 
Finally, a setting of output at 12 o’clock, drive at 11 
o’clock and fatness at 9 o’clock, combined 
with medium gain on my Marshall’s 
lead channel and a little analog delay, 
conjured up a smooth, violin-like tone 
very reminiscent of Eric Johnson. Soft 
picking produced a gentle, round voice, 
while harder pick strokes increased the 
edge considerably. This was my favourite 
setting, as it preserved the character 
of both the Marshall and the Voodoo-1 
at the same time, and careful phrasing 
choices were rewarded with pristine, 
boutique tone.

Controls consist of output, drive and fatness, with a red LED to let you know when the effect is engaged. Like the other pedals in this series, the Voodoo-1 is 
housed in a very sturdy black die cast metal casing with a chunky foot switch and small rubber control knobs which are firm enough that you won’t knock 
your settings out of whack if you stomp on the pedal too enthusiastically. The distinctive white line motif makes the unit very easy to see on a dark stage. 
Battery access is via an ‘it’s so simple I can’t believe nobody else has done it’ sliding battery compartment, or you can power the pedal with a 9v adaptor.
One thing a lot of pedal geeks will love about this pedal is its range of output options. For years, players have debated the benefits of different types of pedal 
bypassing. Some prefer true bypass, where the signal is completely diverted away from the pedal’s effect circuitry when the effect is disengaged. Others 
prefer pedals with a buffered bypass, which can keep the signal strong over long cable runs and often results in quieter switching. However, some players 
feel this has undesirable effects on the sound when in bypass mode, especially in pedals priced at the lower end of the market – for instance, I have a 15-
year-old cheapie phaser pedal which still adds a faint ‘swoosh’ when the effect is turned off. Instead of making a choice of one bypass method or the other, 
Roger Mayer has thoughtfully kitted out the Voodoo-1 with both true bypass and buffered bypass outputs, so you can make up your own mind depending on 
your preference or the needs of your rig. The signal-to-noise ratio of the unit is so low that there’s really no reason to doubt the quality of the buffered output, 
and it provides a low impedance signal which counters the signal-sapping demons inherent in long cable runs. 

The Voodoo-1 is three pedals in one: it’s a 
clean boost with tone shaping capabilities; 
a traditional vintage fuzz; and a modern 
distortion with more gain than most players will 
ever need. I would definitely add one to my rig, 
especially for the faux-Eric Johnson tone, and I 
can see a lot of other potential uses for it too. The 
pedal reacts organically to your playing, and really 
feels like a part of your amp, whether you’re using it 
to punch up an amp’s front end, capture some ‘60s 
fuzz vibe, or go for mega distortion. 

SPECS
Made UK
RRP: $339
Features
■  Controls Drive, Fatness, Output
■  Outputs 1 hardwire, 2 buffered
■  Power 9v battery or 9v adaptor (not  
 supplied)
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WHaT WE RECKON
PROS
▲ Extremely flexible
▲ Very low signal-to-noise ratio
▲ Clever design
CONS
▼ LED is quite small
▼ Wider than most pedals


